SPORTRADAR’S INTERACTSPORT EXTENDS PARTNERSHIP WITH ENGLAND AND WALES
CRICKET BOARD TO ENHANCE RECREATIONAL CRICKET EXPERIENCE
May 25, 2022
Partnership will see continued delivery of digital scoring and fan engagement products and services to the ECB through to the end of 2024 season
LONDON and MELBOURNE, May 25, 2022—Sportradar’s InteractSport and the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) announced today that they
have renewed their partnership to continue to deliver electronic scoring and fan engagement applications to the recreational cricket community, under
a multi-year agreement with Sportradar (NASDAQ: SRAD).
Since being introduced in 2017, more than one hundred thousand matches in England and Wales have been scored on the Play-Cricket Scorer app.
The partnership includes the provision of the Play-Cricket Scorer app, Play-Cricket Live app, and the Countdown Cricket app up to 2024.
Each product offers unique value to the recreational game that will complement existing ECB initiatives and further enhance the matchday experience
through live-scoring, streaming and video-highlights access for club admins, players and fans. The Play-Cricket Scorer App is designed to make
electronic scoring simple and accessible to all levels of cricket. The app integrates with the ECB’s Play-Cricket platform and accommodates for the
range of scoring formats.
For fan engagement, the Play-Cricket Live App delivers instant, personalised content that can be customised based on club and league preferences
and allows fans to follow multiple games simultaneously via the dashboard and in-play notifications.
Additionally, the Countdown Cricket App is designed to increase entry-level participation by enabling parents, teachers and junior coaches to organise
and score countdown cricket matches quickly and easily in a fun and interactive environment. The app helps drive engagement with new audiences,
leveraging the launch of The Hundred in the UK in 2021.
Alison Crowe, Director of Digital & Data, ECB, said, “Our partnership with Sportradar enables us to deliver a quality experience to our recreational
participants and fans through world class technology. With an ever-increasing number of participants across England and Wales, we’re looking to
inspire the next generation to share their passion.”
Sam Taylor, Managing Director at InteractSport, part of Sportradar, said, “Sportradar is committed to supporting the growth of cricket at all levels. We
believe the ongoing embedding of our digital solutions will enable the ECB to facilitate a closer connection with and relationship between recreational
players. It will also add a new dimension to their engagement with the sport they love to play and watch.”
-ENDSABOUT SPORTRADAR
Sportradar is the leading global sports technology company creating immersive experiences for sports fans. Established in 2001, the company is
well-positioned at the intersection of the sports, media and betting industries, providing sports federations, news media, consumer platforms and
sports betting operators with a range of solutions to help grow their business. Sportradar employs over 3,000 full time employees across 20 countries
around the world. It is our commitment to excellent service, quality and reliability that makes us the trusted partner of more than 1,700 customers in
over 120 countries and an official partner of the NBA, NHL, MLB, NASCAR, UEFA, FIFA, ICC and ITF. We cover more than 890,000 events annually
across 92 sports. With deep industry relationships, Sportradar is not just redefining the sports fan experience; it also safeguards the sports themselves
through its Integrity Services division and advocacy for an integrity-driven environment for all involved. www.sportradar.com
ABOUT INTERACTSPORT
InteractSport, part of Sportradar, is an innovator or sports technology and media based in Melbourne, Australia. It offers data-driven products and
services that enable sports organisations to reimagine the match day experience and enhance fan engagement. Acquired by Sportradar in 2021,
InteractSport is an industry leader in the sport of cricket helping to grow the sport’s popularity and leverage commercial opportunities across the game
for partners including the International Cricket Council (ICC), England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB), Cricket Australia and Cricket Ireland, among
many others.
ABOUT THE ECB
For more information visit About the ECB.
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